
Introducing Vantage a 
groundbreaking, innovative 

low-bandwidth GPS supported 
compact multimedia streaming 

system.

Utilising 3G and 4G cellular 
networks (LTE/HPDA+) it enables 
live unified 2-way conferencing, 

location tracking and Audio/Visual 
monitoring.

Vantage is an invaluable tool for 
real-time information, gathering 

video recording and mobile 
communications whether 

deployed with a First Responder 
in order to communicate live 

images and information back to a 
command centre, with an 

engineer reporting and diagnosing 
a fault in a remote location or with 
a paramedic requiring specialist 

medical aid.

Dynamic bandwith transfer

OS mapping detail

The Future of Multimedia Streaming & Evidence Gathering 

Why Choose Vantage?

Unlike other systems Vantage is the “all in one” portable solution to capturing, transmitting and recording
data, allowing evidence to be either downloaded later or saved at the time of tranmission.

Vantage provides live 2-way conferencing, an invaluable tool when “out in the field”. Operating using
Dynamic bandwidth transfer over both 3G and 4G it offers users/receivors a real-time visual point of view
over many “real life” network situations.
Users can stream live video, audio and location data from anywhere as it has been designed to operate
even in open areas without any infrastructure.

Server and client are Web based, capable of receiving input from multiple units simutaneously and 
recording received data. Secure viewing from anywhere.

Vantage is Klickfast compatible with an articulated camera which can be front or backwards facing, body 
worn or vehicle mounted.

Handheld, wearable and lightweight, the possible applications for Vantage are endless!
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Key Features

The unit is a compact Multimedia Streaming and Evidence Gathering System comprising the following 
features:

·Local recording at 1080p & 720p
·Live streaming of video, GPS location data and full duplex audio from multiple units to any location
·Unit locally configurable for “Record Only”, “Record & Stream” video + GPS or “Voice Only”
·Handheld, wearable and lightweight
·On board cellular LTE/HSPA+ 3/4G modem (with antenna diversity and integral GPS) - SIM card 
  required
·Secure video transfer over encrypted VPN · Encryption support up to 256bit 
·Dynamic bandwidth data transfer to make the most of available cellular signal     
·Alarms - Push button from unit to alert controller
·Alarms - configurable per unit for relaying data to other personnel as required
·Text messages can be sent from controller to individual units or all units.
·Internal camera, 1080p HD camera module with articulated housing to control what is being recorded
·Internal camera can be front or backwards facing so can be body worn and vehicle mounted also
·Analogue camera interface for attaching alternative camera input (vehicle/covert)
·High performance video codec - H.264
·Packetized voice call from server/controller to unit (Controller to one/Controller to all/group)      
·Unique ID for each unit for evidence/asset tracking
·Settings and video download are password protected to avoid unauthorized changes or access
·Integrated video management software
·USB 2.0 port for unit configuration, video download to PC (password protected), recharging unit and  
 external battery source (5V).
·eMMC device on board for on board storage/recording  
·Storage configurable for rolling storage
·Touch screen LCD display for user interface and for displaying live recording - Screen is
  front facing when worn and can be articulated to be rear facing if vehicle mounted
·Power indication LED
·Components rated at -40ºC to +85ºC
·Server and client are Web based. Capable of receiving input from multiple units simultaneously and
  recording received data
·Klickfast compatible

Applications

·First Responders - Police, Ambulance, Fire Service, Mountain Rescue, Coastguard
·Military
·Remote/Lone workers
·Site Engineers
·Inter office video conferencing
·Live broadcast
·Adding transmission functunality to analogue cameras

Included

-Police Klickfast compatible stud mount
-Charger with USB cable for charging and PC connectivity

Technical Data

·5 MP integrated image sensor
·Modem 3G (HSPA+) and 4G (LTE) Capable networks
·Configurable Bandwidth assignment for optimum image transfer
·32GB eMMC on board storage device (configurable recording)
·OMAP 4470 processor
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Indicomm Global Limited, 25a Nottingham Road, Louth, Lincolnshire, LN11 0WB
Tel +44 (0) 1507 600748    Fax  +44 (0) 870 2203150

Email: info@indicomm.co.uk     Web site: www.indicomm.co.uk
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